We studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions with quadratic growth condition of a class of Lagrangian mean curvature equations F τ (λ(D 2 u)) = f (x) in exterior domain, where f satisfies a given asymptotic behavior at infinity. When f (x) is a constant near infinity, it is not necessary to demand the quadratic growth condition anymore. These results are a kind of exterior Liouville theorem, and can also be regarded as an extension of theorems of Pogorelov [33], Flanders [16] and Yuan [42, 43] .
In 2010, M.Warren [38] first studied the minimal/maximal Lagrangian graph in (R n × R n , g τ ), where g τ = sin τ δ 0 + cos τ g 0 , τ ∈ 0, π 2 ,
is the linearly combined metric of standard Euclidean metric
dy j ⊗ dy j , and the pseudo-Euclidean metric
He showed that if u ∈ C 2 (Ω), Ω ⊂ R n is a solution of
then the volume of (x, Du(x)) is a maximal (for τ ∈ (0, π 4 )) /minimal (for τ ∈ ( π 4 , π 2 )) among all homologous, C 1 , space-like n-surfaces in (R n × R n , g τ ), where C 0 is a constant, λ(D 2 u) = (λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ n ) are n eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix D 2 u and
arctan λ i , τ = π 2 , a = cot τ, b = |cot 2 τ − 1|.
If τ = 0, then (1.1) becomes the famous Monge-Ampère equation
If τ = π 2 , then (1.1) becomes the special Lagrangian equation
arctan λ i D 2 u = C 0 .
In the same paper [38] , M.Warren used change of variable and restated the Bernstein-type results of Jörgens [23] -Calabi [10] -Pogorelov [33] , Flanders [16] , and Yuan [42, 43] to give the following statement.
Theorem 1.1. u is a quadratic polynomial if u ∈ C 2 (R n ) is a solution of (1.1) respectively, in the following cases, with 1. D 2 u > (−a + b)I for τ ∈ (0, π 4 ); 2. D 2 u > 0 for τ = π 4 ;
3. either D 2 u ≥ −aI, (1.2) or
for τ ∈ ( π 4 , π 2 ).
The aim of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of classical solutions of equation (1.1) in exterior domain, including the stability with respect to the right hand side term. There are plenty of marvelous work on these type of questions. The classical theorem by Jörgens [23] , Calabi [10] and Pogorelov [33] states that any convex classical solution of det D 2 u = 1 on R n must be a quadratic polynomial. See Cheng and Yau [12] , Caffarelli [8] and Jost and Xin [24] for different proofs and extensions. For Monge-Ampère equations with constant right hand side term in exterior domain, there are exterior Jörgens-Calabi-Pogorelov type results [15] (for n = 2) and [5] , which state that all convex solutions are asymptotic to quadratic polynomials (for n = 2 we need additional log-term) near infinity. Pioneered by Gutièrrez and Huang [19] , Bernstein-type result of parabolic convex entire solution also holds for parabolic Monge-Ampère type equation −u t det D 2 u = 1 . Many other type of equations including parabolic version with constant right hand side term in exterior domain is also studied through different strategies, see for instance [2, 40, 42, 43, 36, 45, 41, 30] . Also, these type of equations with perturbed constant right hand side or periodic right hand side are also studied a lot, see for instance [3, 44, 4, 34] .
First, we consider the equation with constant right hand side in exterior domain
We prove the following results that provide an asymptotic behavior at infinity. The idea is to use Legendre transform and apply the strategies in [26] . From now on, we let n ≥ 3, I stand for the unit n × n matrix and let Sym(n) denote the set of symmetric n × n constant matrix. For any C, D ∈ R, τ ∈ [0, π 2 ], let
A τ (C, D) := {A ∈ Sym(n) : F τ (λ(A)) = C, and A ≥ DI}.
To shorten notation, if τ ∈ [0, π 2 ] is fixed, we write A(C, D) instead of A τ (C, D).
Theorem 1.2. Let u ∈ C 4 R n \ B 1 be a classical solution of (1.4) for some constant C 0 with τ ∈ (0, π 4 ) and satisfy D 2 u > (−a + b)I, in R n \ B 1 .
(1.5)
Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(C 0 , −a + b) such that lim sup |x|→∞ |x| n−2+k D k u(x) − 1 2
x Ax + β · x + γ < ∞, k = 0, 1, 2.
(1.6) Theorem 1.3. Let u ∈ C 4 R n \ B 1 be a classical solution of (1.4) for some constant C 0 with τ = π 4 and satisfy
7)
Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(C 0 , −1) such that (1.6) holds.
Theorem 1.4. Let u ∈ C 4 R n \ B 1 be a classical solution of (1.4) for some constant C 0 with τ ∈ ( π 4 , π 2 ) and satisfy D 2 u ≥ −(a − ε 0 )I, (1.8) for some ε 0 > 0 or (1.3) . Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(C 0 , −a + ε 0 ) or A ∈ A(C 0 , −(a + b)) respectively such that (1.6) holds.
By comparison principle as in [5] , the global Theorem 1.1 can be obtained by these exterior behavior results i.e. Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, apart from the situation of τ ∈ ( π 4 , π 2 ) with only (1.2) instead of (1.8) .
Second, we also consider equation with right hand side of a perturbation of suitable constant as the following
for τ ∈ (0, π 4 ). Especially in this situation, a > b always holds. The main results in this part include Theorem 1.5. Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.9) and satisfy for some ε > 0. Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(f (∞), −a + b) such that (1.6) holds.
Theorem 1.6. Let u ∈ C m+2 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.9) and satisfy (1.10) . Assume that f ∈ C m (R n ), and lim sup |x|→∞ |x| ζ+k D k (f (x) − f (∞)) < ∞, ∀k = 0, 1, · · · , m, (1.12) for some ζ > 2, m ≥ 3. Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(f (∞), −a + b) such that lim sup |x|→∞ |x| min{ζ,n}−2+k D k u(x) − 1 2
x Ax + β · x + γ < ∞, ∀k = 0, 1, · · · , m + 1.
(1.13) Remark 1.7. We can see that these two conditions on f in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 doesn't include each other. The condition (1.11) holds true for more "un-regular" f than condition (1.12) , which is originally proposed by Bao-Li-Zhang [3] . Condition (1.11) only demands the behavior of up to 2-order derivative of f , while condition (1.12) demands the behavior of at least 3-order derivative of f . Generally speaking, for n ≥ 5, the condition (1.11) in Theorem 1.5 demands a higher convergence speed than condition (1.12) in Theorem 1.6, but the demand on regularity is the other way around.
On the one side, we take f (x) = |x| −(2+ε) − 1 for |x| ≥ 1, 1 > ε > 0. Then it satisfies the condition (1.12) in Theorem 1.6 by picking ζ := 2 + ε > 2 but doesn't satisfies the condition (1.11) in Theorem 1.5.
On the other side, we take f (x) := e −m|x| sin(e |x| ) − 1, |x| ≥ 1, m ≥ 3. Then it satisfies the condition (1.11) in Theorem 1.5 because it has exponential decay up to (m − 1)-order derivatives. But it doesn't satisfies the condition (1.12) in Theorem 1.6 because its m-order derivative doesn't admits a limit at infinity.
Next, we can weaken the assumption (1.10) in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 into the linear growth of gradient
for some constant C. And further more, this linear growth of gradient condition can be weakened into the quadratic growth condition of u itself
for some constant C. Since in the following Theorems 1.8, 1.9 and Remark 1.10, we always assume a lower bound of Hessian to make the equation elliptic, we can weaken the additional condition (1.15) into
for some constant C.
To be more precise, we have the following stronger theorems than Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
Theorem 1.8 (Linear Growth of Gradient). Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.9) with D 2 u > (−a + b)I and satisfy (1.14) . Suppose that f satisfies the assumptions as in Theorem 1.5 (resp. Theorem 1.6), then we have the same results as in Theorem 1.5 (resp. Theorem 1.6).
Theorem 1.9 (Quadratic Growth of Solution). Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.9) with D 2 u > (−a + b)I and satisfy (1.16) . Suppose that f satisfies the assumptions as in Theorem 1.5 (resp. Theorem 1.6) , then we have the same results as in Theorem 1.5 (resp. Theorem 1.6).
As in the famous paper of Bao-Chen-Guan-Ji [2] , such a quadratic growth condition is common and necessary for general k-Hessian equations and Hessian quotient equations. See for instance [30, 11, 39] . And as for the classical special Lagrangian equation, the linear growth condition of gradient is also studied by M.Warren and Y.Yuan in [40] . Similar conditions are also considered in different paper, see for instance [27, 14, 25, 35, 31] . Remark 1.10. By using extension theorems, all the results in Theorems 1.5, 1.6, 1.8 and 1.9 still hold when the equation (1.9) only holds in exterior domain i.e.
where Ω is a bounded domain in R n .
Apart from the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1.9) we stated earlier, the method we adapt here also works for Monge-Ampère equation (i.e. τ = 0 situation) without demanding the boundedness of Hessian. The Theorem 1.11 below is proved by Bao-Li-Zhang [3] and we obtain a new result in Theorem 1.12 under a different setting.
exist outside a compact subset of R n and (1.12) holds for some given f (∞) ∈ (0, +∞). Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A 0 ( 1 n exp(f (∞)), 0) such that (1.13) holds.
, D 2 f exist outside a compact subset of R n and there exists a ε > 0 such that (1.11) holds for some given f (∞) ∈ (0, +∞). Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A 0 ( 1 n exp(f (∞)), 0) such that (1.6) holds.
Remark 1.13. The difference between the conditions on f in Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 is the same as in Remark 1.7. As in Remark 1.10, all the results in Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 still hold when the equation (1.18) only happens on exterior domain i.e.
For perturbed right hand side case of τ = π 4 , since the equation after Legendre transform becomes Laplacian operator, the proof is even simpler than the proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. To be more precise, we obtain the following results. 20) and satisfy − I < D 2 u ≤ M I, (1.21)
for some constant M . Assume that f ∈ C 2 (R n ), and satisfy (1.11) for some ε > 0. Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(f (∞), −1) such that (1.6) holds.
Theorem 1.15. Let u ∈ C m+2 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.20) with τ = π 4 and satisfy (1.21) for some constant M. Assume that f ∈ C m (R n ) and satisfies (1.12) for some ζ > 2, m ≥ 3. Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(f (∞), −1) such that (1.13) holds. Theorem 1.16. Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.20) with D 2 u > −I and satisfy (1.14) . Suppose that f satisfies the assumptions as in Theorem 1.14 (resp. Theorem 1.15), then we have the same results as in Theorem 1.14 (resp. Theorem 1.15). Theorem 1.17. Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.20) with D 2 u > −I and satisfy (1.16) . Suppose that f satisfies the assumptions as in Theorem 1.14 (resp. Theorem 1.15), then we have the same results as in Theorem 1.14 (resp. Theorem 1.15). Remark 1.18. As in Remarks 1.7 and 1.10, similar discussion work for τ = π 4 as well. Whether similar result still holds for π 4 < τ ≤ π 2 is still unclear. This paper is organized in the following order. In section 2, we prove the asymptotic behavior of solutions of equations (1.4) with constant right hand side. Then, we move on to study the equation with perturbed right hand side. In section 3 we prove that under suitable conditions, the Hessian D 2 u converge to suitable constant matrix A ∈ Sym(n) with |x| −α convergence rate for some α > 0 (Theorem 3.5). In section 4 we prepare some necessary analysis of linearized elliptic equations that will be used later on. In sections 5 and 6 we capture the linear and constant part of the solution at infinity, due to the difference of tools we apply, the conditions on RHS term f (x) are slightly different from [3] . Finally in section 7 we prove that under suitable conditions of f , the bounded Hessian condition follows from interior Hessian estimate and linear growth condition of gradient, which follows from the line of [29] . Also, as a corollary of Y.Y.Li's paper [28] , we notice that the linear growth condition of gradient follows from interior gradient estimate and quadratic growth condition of solution itself. Eventually in section 8, we provide the results for τ = π 4 .
Constant Right Hand Side Situation
In this section, we give an rigorous proof of Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 based on Theorem 2.1 in [26] . For reading simplicity, we repeat the statement of this theorem. 
in the exterior domain R n \B 1 , F is smooth, uniformly elliptic and the level set {M |F (M ) = 0} is concave. Suppose for some constant K,
Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ {A ∈ Sym(n) : F (A) = 0, ||A|| ≤ K} such that (1.6) holds.
By the important characterise results on ellipticity and concavity by Caffarelli-Nirenberg-Spruck [6] , F (D 2 u) = f (λ(D 2 u)) is uniformly elliptic and concave if λ ≤ ∂f ∂λ i ≤ Λ, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n for some constants 0 < λ ≤ Λ < ∞ and f is a concave function. Now we move on to study our targets. The section is organized in the following order. We will discuss the situation of 0 < τ < π 4 situation in the first part, τ = π 4 situation in the second part and π 4 < τ < π 2 in the third part.
0 < τ < π 4 Situation
In this part, we focus on equation (1.4) with 0 < τ < π 4 . We introduce the following Legendre transform and apply Theorem 2.1 twice to prove the asymptotic behavior.
Let u ∈ C 2 (R n \ B 1 ) be a classical solution of (1.4) and satisfy (1.5) . We can extend the function u sufficiently smooth to R n such that
Let ( x, v) be the Legendre transform of (x,ū) i.e.
This transform is exactly the classical Legendre transform, hence it is proved rigourously that such a scaler function v( x) exists. Then we take
Then we see that u( x) satisfies the following Monge-Ampère type equation
Moreover, we see that for any x ∈ R n , x = Dū(x),
Hence triangle inequality gives us Proof of Theorem 1.2. First we prove that there exists a positive lower bound such that λ i is uniformly strictly positive.
It follows from equation (1.4) and the fact that ln
Thus it follows immediately that λ i ≥ e 2b √ a 2 +1
C 0 > 0 and by C 0 < 0,
C 0 , 1], taking derivatives and we see ∂G Applying Theorem 2.1 we learn that there exists some
From the relationship of Legendre transform, we have Now we show that all the eigenvalues λ i ( A) are strictly less than 1, which tells us I − A is an invertible matrix. Argue by contradiction, by rotating the x -space to make A diagonal, we may assume that A 11 = 1. Then by the asymptotic behavior of D u and hence Dv (take k = 1 in formula (1.6) of Theorem 2.1), we have the following asymptote for some β 1 ∈ R
as | x| → ∞. Thus we infer from the definition of Legendre transform (2.1) and (2.4) that
as | x| → ∞. which means that R n \B 1 is bounded in the x 1 -direction, hence this becomes a contradiction. Thus λ i ( A) < 1 strictly for every i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Hereinafter we will state similar argument as "strip argument" for short. Together with the fact (2.4) and (2.6), we see that
which is a bounded matrix. This limit together with the regularity assumption of extended function u ∈ C 4 (R n ) tells us
Applying formula (2.5), we see that for
Thus F τ is uniformly elliptic and concave, then Theorem 2.1 gives us the result.
τ = π 4 Situation
Let u ∈ C 4 (R n \ B 1 ) be a classical solution of (1.4) with τ = π 4 and satisfy (1.7). Let
We can extend the function u sufficiently smooth to R n such that D 2 u > −I in R n and hence
and we have
where Ω = DU (B 1 ) = Du(B 1 ) + B 1 .
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By the Legendre transform (2.8), the original equation is changed into formula (2.9). Since D 2 u > −I, hence from the equation (1.4) we obtain that for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n √ 2
is positive and bounded, applying Theorem 2.1 and we learned that the limit of D 2
x V ( x) exists as | x| → ∞.
As the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.2, strip argument (2.7) tells us the limit of D 2 u(x) as |x| → ∞ also exists, hence D 2 u is bounded from above. Hence F τ is uniformly elliptic and concave with respect to the set of solutions and Theorem 2.1 gives us the result.
π 4 < τ < π 2 Situation
In this part, we focus on equation (1.4) with π 4 < τ < π 2 . We prove Theorem 1.4 by using the following important identity formula, which is proved by taking derivatives. (See for example [38, 20] ). When λ i > −a − b, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n, then
First, we introduce the following result on asymptotic behavior of classical solutions of special Lagrangian equation (1.1) with τ = π 2 . See Theorem 1.1 of [26] . Theorem 2.2. Let u be a smooth solution of (1.4) with τ = π 2 , and we assume that |C 0 | > (n − 2)π/2. Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A τ (C 0 , −∞) such that (1.6) holds.
Applying Theorem 2.2 and the identity formula (2.11), we can immediately obtain the second part of Theorem 1.4. 
Hence the result follows from the definition of v(x).
Moreover, if we assume that D 2 u ≥ −(a−ε 0 )I for some ε 0 > 0, then we can similarly obtain a corresponding asymptotic behavior result by Theorem 2.1 here. The strategy here doesn't work for D 2 u ≥ −aI situation.
Hence
Also, due to D 2 u > ε 0 2 I in R n , we also have the following relationship for all
(2.14)
Thus u satisfies
where Ω = Du(B 1 ) is a bounded domain. By taking derivatives, we see that
Hence the equation satisfied by u is uniformly elliptic and convex, applying Theorem 2.1 we see that there exists a A ∈ Sym(n) satisfying n i=1 arctan
By strip argument as (2.7), we see that A is invertible. Hence from the definition of Legendre transform and (2.14) tells us |x| → ∞, as |x| → ∞, we see that the limit of D 2 u(x) as |x| → ∞ exists as well. Hence D 2 u is bounded on R n . Now we verify that the equation (1.4) with τ = π 2 under these conditions is also uniformly elliptic and concave. By taking derivatives, we have
Due to D 2 u is bounded and non-negative, hence the operator is uniformly elliptic and concave. Apply Theorem 2.1 and the result follows immediately.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.3, we can similarly obtain the following result by using identity formula (2.11).
, satisfying condition (1.8) . Then there exist γ ∈ R, β ∈ R n and A ∈ A(C 0 , −a + ε 0 ) such that (1.6) holds.
Proof. Let v be the function defined as in (2.12), then formula (2.11) tells us v satisfies equation
Apply Theorem 2.4, the result follows immediately.
Theorem 1.4 is the combination of Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.5.
Convergence of Hessian at infinity
In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior at infinity of Hessian matrix of classical solution of (1.9) with a fixed τ ∈ (0, π 4 ). Some basic and important results on Monge-Ampère equation (1.18) are important in our proof. The following lemma can be found in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [3] , which is based on the argument by Caffarelli-Li [5] . In the following results on Monge-Ampère equation (1.18) i.e. Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.2, Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4, we assume f (∞) = 1 for simplicity.
for some C 1 > 0, ε > 0 and R 0 1.
Corollary 3.2. Let u satisfy the same conditions as in Lemma 3.1 , 0 < f ∈ C 0 (R n ) and ∃β > 1 such that lim sup
Then the same result in Lemma 3.1 holds.
Proof. Note that for a, b near 1 (bounded and away from origin), we have the following inequality
Then the conditions of Lemma 3.1 are met and the results holds.
As a consequence, we have the following result on Monge-Ampère equation. The proof is similar to the one in Bao-Li-Zhang [3] and in Caffarelli-Li [5] . Since there are some differences from their proof, we provide the details here for reading simplicity.
4)
and
where ε, and R 0 are positive constants come from Corollary 3.2 (or say, Lemma 3.1) and R 1 > R 0 depends only on n, R 0 , ε, β, c 0 .
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, we see that there exist a linear transform T and ε > 0,
Now in order to obtain pointwise decay speed estimate at infinity, we focus on sufficiently far ball, scale back to unit size, and then apply interior regular estimate. Set
In order to apply interior estimate, we set
If R > R 1 with R 1 sufficiently large, the set
By definition of f R , the assumptions (3.2) and (3.3), we have
Combine these two parts we have
Applying the interior estimate by Caffarelli [8] , Jian and Wang [22] on Ω 1,v , we have
and hence
for some C independent of R. This tells us the result (3.5). More explicitly, by the definition of v R , we see that
Since f ∈ C α (B 2R 1 ), the interior C 2,α estimate by Caffarelli [8] , Jian and Wang [22] tells us
This provides us the boundedness of Hessian matrix D 2 v and hence so is D 2 u. Similarly, for Hölder semi-norm, by definition we have
The first term bounded due to C 2,α estimate in (3.8) . For the second term, note that sup
for some constant C from (3.6). For the third term, due to Hessian matrix D 2 v is proved to be bounded, hence
Combine these three parts and since the linear transform T from Lemma 3.1 doesn't degenerate, we obtain (3.5) immediately. Using Newton-Leibnitz formula between det D 2 v R (y) = f 1,R (y) and det I = 1 gives
Thus Schauder's estimate (note that Theorem 6.2 of [18] demands the coefficients have bounded Hölder norm, then the frozen coefficient method can be applied) gives us 
Condition (3.9) demands f has at least one order derivative while condition (3.3) only demands the C α -semi norm of f has a vanishing speed at infinity.
For example, similar to the example in Remark 1.7, we take f (x) := e −|x| sin(e |x| ) + 1. On the one hand, Df (x) doesn't admit a limit at infinity, hence f doesn't satisfies condition (3.9).
On the other hand, we calculate its C α Hölder semi-norm directly
The study of equation (1.9) is transformed into Monge-Ampère type by taking Legendre transform as formula (2.1). We can easily verify as in Section 2 that u( x) satisfies the following Monge-Ampère type equation
This equation is equivalent (under the condition of λ i > 0) to
Theorem 3.5. Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a classical solution of (1.9) and satisfy (1.10). Also, we assume that f satisfies condition (3.2), (3.9) for some f (∞) < 0 . Then there exist
(3.11)
Proof. By condition (1.10), −a+b < λ i ≤ M for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, hence for some δ = δ(M ) > 0,
Also note that f ∈ C 0 (R n ) has a finite lower bound. Due to ln λ i < 0 holds for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Hence similar to the strategy used in [37] , we naturally have a lower bound such that for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
Combine these two results, we have
. Furthermore, we have a reversed direction of formula (2.4) . By the definition of Legendre transform (2.1), we have
Combine formula (2.4) and (3.13), we see that there exists some constant
This linear growth equivalence result (3.14) is the major reason that we demand the boundedness of Hessian.
We obtain the limit of Hessian for equation (3.10) by Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4 first. Thus we need to verify the asymptotic behavior of g( x).
Step 1 Verify g( x) satisfies condition (3.2) By the equivalence (3.14),
Hence we have
Note that f is a bounded function and admits a limit f (∞) at infinity, together with formula (3.14)
is less than 1 for sufficiently large | x|. Due to |e t − 1| ≤ e|t| as long as |t| ≤ 1, by x − D u( x) = 2bx and equivalence (3.14), we have
Step 2 Verify g( x) satisfies condition (3.9) By taking derivative once, we have
Due to D 2 u and exp{ 2b √ a 2 +1 f } are bounded (for sufficiently large x), hence we only need to consider the rest part of Dg( x).
By equivalence (3.14) we obtain
Take the limit | x| → ∞ and condition (3.9) gives us
By Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4 , we have
Now we prove that from the definition of Legendre transform (2.1) and the equivalence (3.14), there exists an A ∈ A(f (∞), −a + b) such that (3.11) holds with α = min{β, ε, γ} > 0.
By strip argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, D 2 u, A are away from the origin and identity matrix (by a positive distance δ). Take
By the equivalence (3.14), for the same α > 0 as above, we have formula (3.11).
Moreover, we have not only the limit of Hessian at infinity, but also the C α bound of Hessian.
Theorem 3.6. Under the conditions as in Theorem 3.5, there exists C = C(n, f, β, γ, α, a, b, M ) such that
Proof. Again, we apply Legendre transform (2.1) as in Theorem 3.5 to obtain (3.10). By Theorem 3.3, there exists some constant C relying on u such that
Now we transform back this result to D 2 u. From formula (2.1) it follows that
and hence for any x, y ∈ R n ,
As in the argument in Theorem 3.5, there exists some 0 < δ such that
Thus it follows that ∃C 1 = C 1 (n, δ) > 0, C 2 = C 2 (n, δ) > 0 such that
Combine formula (3.15 ) and the equivalence (3.14), we see that D 2 u has bounded C α seminorm if and only if D 2 u has bounded C α semi-norm.
Due to the important normalization lemma of John-Cordoba and Gallegos (see [13] ) cannot be applied to classical special Lagrangian equation without changing the operator , the level set method developed in [5] cannot be applied easily to τ > π 4 situation.
Analysis of Linearized Equation
Now that we have obtained the limit of Hessian at infinity and it converge with a Hölder decay speed, it is time to capture the linear and constant part of the solution. In order to do this, we follow the line of Li-Li-Yuan [26] and analyze the linearized equation of (1.9). By the characterise result of ellipticity and concavity structure of F (λ(D 2 u)) type equation in [6] , equation (1.9) is uniformly elliptic and concave. For any direction e ∈ ∂B 1 , we apply ∂ e , ∂ ee to the equation F τ (λ) = f (x), then we have,
where D M ij F τ (D 2 u) stands for the value of partial derivative of F τ (M ) with respect to the i-line, j-column position of M at D 2 u(x). The major difference between the linearized equation we obtained here and the one in Li-Li-Yuan [26] is that our equation is non-homogeneous. We take advantage of the linearity and use Green's function to transform the non-homogeneous equation into homogeneous equation. Then by studying the decay speed of solution of non-homogeneous equation and applying the theory in [26] we obtain corresponding results as in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4.
We consider the following Dirichlet Problem
where the coefficients are C 2 (which is provided by u ∈ C 4 ), satisfy
for some α > 0, M < ∞, strictly elliptic for some γ > 0,
and for some symmetric matrix a ij (∞) , ε 0 > 0, C < ∞,
By using the criterion in [32] together with the Theorem 2.2 of [26] , we see that under these conditions, the Green's function of operator L is equivalent to the Green's function of Laplacian. More precisely, let G L (x, y) be the Green's function centered at y , there exists constant C such that
Now we study the existence result of Dirichlet problem (4.2) and study its asymptotic behavior at infinity. For the weak solution u of a linear elliptic equation
For the distribution solution u of a linear elliptic equation
We can easily see from C ∞ 0 (R n ) ⊂ S(R n ) that if u is a W 1,1 loc distribution solution, then it is also a weak solution.
Then there exists a weak solution u ∈ C 1 (R n ) to the Dirichlet problem (4.2) and satisfies
Proof. By the definition of Green's function, the equivalence result and potential theory (or Calderón-Zygmund inequality), the following convolution
belongs to W 2,p (R n ) for sufficiently large p > n k and is a distribution solution of L[w](x) = f (x) (See for example [1, 46] ). Hence by the embedding theory, it is also a weak solution. Now we only need to verify that it vanishes with the desired speed at infinity. Following the line of [3] (Lemma 2.2, formula (2.21)), we find out that as long as f (y) satisfies (4.7) , we have
In fact, this is proved in a standard way by separating the integral domain into the following three part
Thus
By our choice of E i , it follows immediately that
Similarly, note that in E 2 case, |y − x| ≤ |x| 2 ≤ |y| we have 
Now we separate E 3 into two parts
E + 3 := {y ∈ E 3 : |x − y| ≥ |y|}, E − 3 := E 3 \ E + 3 . Then E + 3 1 |x − y| n−2 · |y| k+ε dy ≤ |y|≥ |x| 2 1 |y| n+k+ε dy = O(|x| −k−ε ), as |x| → ∞,
Combine Lemma 4.1 with the exterior Liouville theorem for homogeneous equation proved by
Li-Li-Yuan [26] , we have the exterior asymptotic behavior theory for a class of non-homogeneous equations. For reading simplicity, we recall the Theorem 2.2 of [26] as the following. 
Also, we demand that f ∈ C 0 (R n ) satisfies (4.7) with k = n. Then there exists a constant v ∞ ≥ 0 such that (4.9) holds.
Proof. In virtue of Theorem 4.3, we only need to prove that v is bounded from at least on one side. Again, by the equivalence of Green's function, we transform this problem into homogeneous situation and apply Corollary 2.1 of [26] .Let w be the auxiliary function as in Now we prove that u is bounded from one side, then the asymptotic behavior of w tells us v is also bounded from one side.
Argue by contradiction, if u were unbounded on both sides, there would exist a sequence {x k } ∞ k=1 , such that 1 < |x k | < |x k+1 | → +∞ and v (x k ) = 0 for all k ∈ Z + . Then, it follows from |Dv(x)| ≤ C/|x| (for all x ∈ R n \ B 1 ) that, for any k ∈ Z + and any x ∈ ∂B |x k | , we have
By the maximum principle, we conclude that |v(x)| ≤ 2Cπ on B |x k+1 | \B |x k | for all k ∈ Z + . Therefore, |v(x)| ≤ 2Cπ on R n \ B |x 1 | , contradicts the unboundedness assumption.
Translating v by a constant doesn't affect the equation, so we can apply Theorem 4.3 and obtain the asymptotic results.
Proof of Theorem 1.5
In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem 1.5 following the line of Li-Li-Yuan [26] , some barrier functions are necessary to enhance the convergence speed from (3.11).
Lemma 5.1 (|x| − 1 2 as a Barrier). If a smooth function u satisfies the differential inequality
and u → 0, as |x| → ∞, where the coefficients are uniformly elliptic and satisfy a ij (x) → a ij (∞), as |x| → ∞, for some positive symmetric matrix a ij (∞). Suppose that lim sup
Then for some constant C, u(x) ≤ C|x| − 1 2 , ∀|x| ≥ 2.
Proof. By suitable change of coordinate as in Lemma 6.1 of [18] , we may assume without loss of generality that a ij (∞) = δ ij . Since the change of coordinate only relies on a ij (∞), which is bounded w.r.t x variable, hence the result still holds true by allowing C relies on a ij (∞).
To be more explicit, let P be a positive constant matrix such that a ij (∞) = P T a ij (∞)P is diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues λ 1 , · · · , λ n of a ij (∞). Furthermore, by taking D = diag(λ Since P, D, Q only relies on a ij (∞), if the result holds for a ij (∞) = δ ij , which means u(x) ≤ C|x| − 1 2 , then it follows that
Now we prove the result for a ij (∞) = δ ij . By linearity and comparison principle, we only need to proof that |x| − 1 2 forms a supersolution of this uniformly elliptic equation. By direct calculating, we have
Due to a ij (x) → δ ij as |x| → ∞,
Hence as long as
we can pick a sufficiently large constant C > 0, R > 2 such that
Then we can pick a even larger C such that
Comparison principle tells us u(x) ≤ C|x| − 1 2 for R ≤ |x|. Due to u is a smooth function, hence it maintains bounded inside B R \ B 2 . The result follows immediately by picking sufficiently large C.
Lemma 5.2 (|x| 2−n − |x| 2−n−ε as a Barrier ). If a smooth function u satisfies (5.1) and u → 0, as |x| → ∞, with coefficients uniformly elliptic and satisfy
for some positive symmetric matrix a ij (∞). If 0 < ε < α and g(x) ≥ 0, or lim sup |x|→∞ |x| n |g(x)| < ∞.
Then for some constant C, u(x) ≤ C(|x| 2−n − |x| 2−n−ε ), ∀|x| ≥ 2.
Proof. As the argument in Lemma 5.1, we may assume without loss of generality that a ij (∞) = δ ij . Otherwise we use change of coordinate as in (5.2) , if the result holds for a ij (∞) = δ ij , then ∀|x| > 2, there exists constant C such that
If |Q −1 | 2−n ≤ |Q −1 | 2−n−ε , then we immediately obtain u(x) ≤ C|Q −1 | 2−n−ε (|x| 2−n − |x| 2−n−ε ).
If |Q −1 | 2−n > |Q −1 | 2−n−ε , then for sufficiently large |x| 1 there exists some constant c 0 such that
Hence we only need to prove the result for a ij (∞) = δ ij . Again, we verify |x| 2−n − |x| 2−n−ε is a barrier by direct calculation
By the condition of coefficients, we have
Similarly we calculate
Combining these two result we have
As long as ε < α, the negative term ε(2 − n − ε)|x| −n−ε takes the lead and makes this less than |g(x)| when |x| is sufficiently large due to the constants here are universal. Then comparison principle tells us the result.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. By Theorem 3.5, there exist A ∈ A(f (∞), −a + b), α > 0, R 2 1 sufficiently large such that (3.11) holds.
Set v := u(x) − 1 2 x T Ax then we have
Also, from taking derivatives to any e ∈ ∂B 1 direction, we consider the linearized equation as (4.1) , v e and v ee satisfy
Due to F τ is uniformly C 2 in a bounded subdomain of Sym(n), hence for the same α from Theorem 3.5, there exists some constant C such that 
Therefore
Thus for any e ∈ ∂B 1 we have
which provides us "bounded from one side" condition. Since F τ is uniformly C 2 on the range of λ(D 2 u), hence Theorem 3.6 tells us the coefficients a ij , a ij has bounded C α norm. Also note that the coefficients have a Hölder convergence speed and |Df | has O(|x| −(n+ε) ) order decay. These conditions enable us to apply Corollary 4.4 to equation a ij (x)D ij (v e ) = f e (x) and obtain
Picking e i := (0, · · · , 0, 1 the i-th variable , 0, · · · , 0) and we use β i denote β e i from formula (5.4) .
Then formula (5.4) tells us
Also note that it satisfies the linearized equation 6 Proof of Theorem 1.6
In this section, we provide an asymptotic behavior result that is parallel to the one by Bao-Li-Zhang [3] . From Theorem 3.5, we have proved that under suitable assumption of f , the Hessian matrix D 2 u admits a limit A at infinity with O(|x| −α ) order. Instead of using the original results in [3] , we transform back using the definition of Legendre transform and follow the line of proving Lemma 2.1 in [3] to obtain estimates of up to (m + 1)order derivative of solutions and Hölder estimate of D m+1 u(x) directly. Lemma 6.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.6, suppose that there exists ε > 0 such that
Assume without loss of generality that u(0) = 0, Du(0) = 0. Let
then there exist C (n, R 0 , ε, f (∞), c 1 , ζ) > 0 and R 1 (n, R 0 , ε, f (∞), c 1 , ζ) > R 0 such that for any α ∈ (0, 1),
where ε ζ := min{ε, ζ}.
Proof. By direct calculate and our assumption u(0) = 0, Du(0) = − → 0 , it follows that for some
Then the boundedness of D 2 u together with (6.1) tell us
for some constant C uniform to R > 2R 0 . Now we attack the original equation by scaling back to unit size. It is easy to verify that u R satisfies
where a ij (y) := 1 0 D M ij F τ (A + tD 2 w R (y))dt is uniformly elliptic and Theorem 3.6 tells us a ij (y) have bounded C α norm.
Apply the classical Schauder's estimate to obtain the C 2,α regularity of w R
Now we take derivative with respect to e ∈ S n−1 direction to equation (6.2) and obtain
By the definition of w R , we see that
and hence D ij (∂ e u R (y)) = D ij (∂ e w R (y)). Hence equation (6.3) can also be written into
We obtain by Schauder's estimate
Estimates on higher order derivatives can be obtained by further differentiation of the equation and Schauder estimate. The result follows by induction immediately.
Next we prove a bootstrap lemma to improve the estimates in Lemma 6.1. Lemma 6.2 is originally proved for Monge-Ampère equation in [3] and we work with general uniformly elliptic equation with bounded derivative of F operator. Consider the uniformly elliptic equation , α ∈ (0, 1), we have D k w(x) ≤ C|x| 2−ε−k , |x| > 2R 1 , k = 0, . . . , m + 1,
Proof. Applying ∂ k to equation (6.4) and we obtain
where a ij (x) := F M ij (D 2 u(x)).
Then this linearized equation is also uniformly elliptic with the coefficients satisfies (from the assumptions)
Also, for the α in condition, we have 2
Apply ∂ l to the (6.5) and set h 1 = ∂ kl u we further obtain
Due to the Hessian matrix converge to D 2 v (positive constant matrix) at infinity with Hölder
The extremal matrix makes the operator also uniformly elliptic, hence the Green's function of F M ij (D 2 v)D ij u exists and equivalence to the one of Laplacian. Then we can write
From the assumptions we stated, it follows that for the α ∈ (0, 1) in the assumption,
Note that this step demanded 3-order derivative of f . This is essential for this method due to it provides the Hölder continuity of f 2 , which is used in Schauder estimate.
Note that h 1 → D kl v for fixed k, l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, h 1 satisfies the following "part" Dirichlet problem
The main target of this bootstrap lemma is to obtain a finer estimate on the convergence speed of Hessian matrix. From O(|x| −ε ) enhanced into O(|x| −2ε ) as long as 2ε < 1. In order to do this, we use a Green's function to change the equation into homogeneous situation.
Let
The existence of such a Green's function and equivalence to fundamental solution is well-known, see [32, 21] for example. Then F M ij (D 2 v)D ij h 2 = f 2 and satisfies h 2 → 0 as |x| → ∞. Moreover, argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, separate R n into three pieces E 1 , E 2 , E 3 and we obtain |D j h 2 (x)| ≤ C|x| −2ε−j , |x| > 2R 1 , for j = 0, 1.
Argue as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we also obtain
Indeed, for each x 0 ∈ R n \B 2R 1 , let R = |x 0 | , we set
Then we have
Hence Schauder Estimate tells us
Meaning that we have obtained the desired result for h 2 i.e. D j h 2 (x) ≤ C|x| −2ε−j , j = 0, 1, 2, |x| > 2R 1 ,
Now we only need to study the difference between h 1 − D kl v and h 2 . By the linearity of Laplacian operator we have
By taking |x| 2−n as a barrier function, it immediately follows that for some constant C
Due to |x| 2−n converge faster than |x| −2ε , triangle inequality tells us
Then Newton-Leibnitz formula tells us D j w(x) ≤ C|x| 2−j−2ε , |x| > 2R 1 , j = 0, 1, 2.
Higher regularity (when m is larger than 3), the result follows by taking more derivatives.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The theorem follows exactly as proved in [3] , which is based on Level Set Method and bootstrap argument we proved earlier. Since the proof is slightly different, we provide the details here again. From the boundedness of Hessian matrix, we can verify that the conditions of Theorem 3.5 still holds. Meaning that there exist A ∈ A 3 , α > 0, R 2 1 sufficiently large such that
This enable us to apply Lemma 6.1 which gives us the initial point of doing iteration as in Lemma 6.2 to obtain a faster decay speed. We can always do this finite times till the condition of 0 < ε < 1 2
in Lemma 6.2 fails to hold. As in Lemma 6.1, we denote w(x) = u(x) − 1 2 x T Ax, where A is the limit of D 2 u at infinity, which is provided by Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 in Section 3.
Let k 0 be the positive integer such that 2 k 0 ε < 1 and 2 k 0 +1 ε > 1 (we choose ε smaller if necessary to make both inequalities hold). Let ε 1 = 2 k 0 ε, clearly we have 1 < 2ε 1 < 2 . Applying Lemma 6.1 k 0 times we have
Let h 1 and f 2 be the same as in Lemma 6.2. Then we have
Constructing h 2 as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we have
By Theorem 4 of [17] , for any i = 1, 2, · · · , n, ∂ i w(x) → c i for some c i ∈ R as |x| → ∞. Let β ∈ R n be the limit of Dw and w 1 (x) = w(x) − β · x. The equation satisfied by ∂ e w 1 can be written as (for e ∈ S n−1 )
Write the equation into the perturbation of elliptic equation with constant coefficients, then from the estimate above we have
Let h 4 solve D M ij F τ (A)h 4 = f 3 and the construction of h 4 is similar to that of h 2 in Lemma 6.2 . Then we have
Since ∂ e w 1 − h 4 → 0 at infinity, we have
Therefore we have obtained |Dw 1 (x)| ≤ C|x| 1−2ε 1 on |x| > R 1 . Using fundamental theorem of calculus it tells us |w 1 (x)| ≤ C|x| 2−2ε 1 , j = 0, 1, |x| > R 1 .
Lemma 6.1 applied to w 1 gives
This provides us a finer estimate on f 3 i.e.
As a consequence, the new estimate of h 4 is
and as always, triangle inequality tells us
By Theorem 4 of [17] again, there exists some constant γ such that w 1 → γ at infinity. Let
Then we have |w 2 (x)| ≤ C for |x| > 2R 1 . Lemma 6.1 applied to w 2 gives
The equation satisfied by w 2 can be written as
Taking the difference between this equation and F
Note that the convergence of Hessian (Theorem 3.5) tells us a ij satisfy
Write it into the perturbed situation of constant coefficients operator again
and we have the following estimates
Let h 5 be defined similar to h 2 , which makes h 5 solves a ij (∞)h 5 = f 4 in R n \B 2R 1 and satisfies
As before we have
If |x| −2 > |x| 2−n + |x| 2−ζ we can apply the same argument as above finite times to remove the |x| −2 from (6.6). Eventually by Lemma 6.1 we have this result.
Interior Estimates
From the proof of Theorem 3.5, we see that as long as (3.14) holds, then all the asymptotic behavior also holds. In this section, we will reduce the assumption on Hessian (1.10) into assumption on gradient (1.14) or assumption on solution itself (1.16) . This section is organized in the following order. First, we prove that condition (1.14) provides us the desired equivalence (3.14) immediately. Second, based on an important gradient estimate theorem by Y.Y.Li [28] , we can furthermore reduce the condition (1.14) by (1.16) . These two parts provide us Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 already. Eventually, by the compactness method developed by McGonagle-Song-Yuan [29] , we see that the boundeness of Hessian holds true under a weaker assumption of right hand side function than in Theorems 1.8 and 1.9.
Lemma 7.1 (Linear Growth). Let ( x, u) be the function defined as in (2.1), and u satisfy condition (1.14) for some constant C 0 . Then there exist δ = δ(n, C 0 , τ ), M = M (τ, max
Proof. Firstly, we prove that
In fact, by triangle inequality
Thus by taking a sufficiently small δ > 0 such that
Thus as long as |x| > 1 99 , we have
Hence there exists a δ > 0 such that
Secondly, we prove the following result, then the result follows immediately,
In fact, for any given u ∈ C 4 (R n ), |Du(x)| is bounded in B 1 . Let's denote
Then for any |x| ≤ 1,
This tells us (7.1) through an argue by contradiction. Now we consider solution of (1.9) with D 2 u > (−a + b)I and we assume that f satisfies conditions (3.2) and (3. 3) for some f (∞) < 0, α ∈ (0, 1), β > 1, γ > 0. The following gradient estimate by Y.Y.Li [28] plays an important role in our proof. In order to write our equation into a suitable form that satisfies condition (E) of Theorem 7.2, we see from proof of Theorem 3.5 that there exists δ > 0 such that
Thus we translate by setting 
We see that the right hand side term satisfies |ψ| ≤ ψ 1 , ψ ≥ ψ 0 , and |∇ψ(y)| = |x| 2 |∇g(x + |x| 2 y)| ≤ M, for some constants ψ 1 , ψ 0 , M uniform to all |x| 1 from the asymptotic behavior of |∇g|. Also, we have
which is also uniform with respect to x ∈ R n . Now we apply the interior gradient estimate theorem i.e. Theorem 7.2 to see that there exists a uniform (to x) constant C such that
where C only relies on n, f, ψ 1 , M, ψ 0 , C 0 . Hence the constant C is uniform to our choice of |x| 1. This is exactly telling us the gradient of u has at most 1-order growth. To be more precise, we have
Dv(x) ≤ C, uniform to |x| 1.
Hence there exists some constant C such that condition (1.14) holds true. Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 follow directly from Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.3. The scaling strategy used here is exactly the same as reducing "bounded Hessian" to "linear growth gradient" condition. Now we finish this section with proving that under the condition (1.14), |D 2 u(x)| is bounded on entire x ∈ R n using compactness method as in [29] . To be more precise, we have the following result. Proof. Based on Lemma 7.1, we learn that under the condition that gradient |Du(x)| has at most linear growth, there exist δ = δ (n, C 0 , τ ) , M = M (n, C 0 , τ, u) > 0 such that From our decay condition, we can easily prove that
uniformly. Now we only need to prove that
for some constant M uniform to x, v, g. This is proved through argue by contradiction.
Step 1: Argue by Contradiction, L 1 -convergence result Suppose the result doesn't hold, then there exist sequences of smooth functions
and having uniform (to k) bounded
Then using integral by parts, we obtain the following W 2,1 estimate. Let B m 1 denote the m dimensional ball B m 1 (0) ⊂ B 1 = B n 1 (0) ⊂ R n for all m = 1, · · · , n and B m 1 (x) := B m 1 + x is the ball centered at x. Note that we only need to verify that every component of D 2 u k belongs to L 1 . Hence we use Fubini theorem and for any positive n × n matrix we have
Integral by parts to the formula above and since the solutions {u k } are smooth up to boundary, hence
Thus by the compact Sobolev Embedding u k ∈ W 2,1 (B m 1 ) → W 1,1 (B m 1 ), for almost all H m −section of B 1 , meaning that for H n−m -almost all (x m+1 , · · · , x n ) in B 1 ∩ R n−m , there exists a function u ∞ ∈ W 1,1 (B m 1 ) such that
Step 2: Legendre-Lewy Transform Using Legendre transform as in (2.1), the equation F τ (λ(D 2 u k )) = g k (y) becomes a uniformly elliptic Monge-Ampère type equation (3.10). We assume without loss of generality that Du(0) = 0 by modifying a suitable linear function from u, which doesn't affect the equation at all.
As in Section 2,
∈ (0, 1). From (7.2), there exists δ > 0 such that
Hence we can easily see that the equation after Legendre transform (7.4) is uniformly elliptic and concave.
Step 3: Uniform C 2,α Estimate By Lemma 7.1, we see that under the condition (1.14), we still have the important equivalence result (3.14) . Due to ||g k || C α (B 1 ) ≤ M , we obtain that
where C = C(n, a, b, C 0 ). By Schauder estimates of fully nonlinear elliptic equations, Theorem 8.1 and the Remark 3 after it in [9] tells us
for some uniformly to k constant C. Thus by compact embedding for any 0 < ε < α, C 2,α → → C 2,α−ε , there exist a subsequence of u k , still denoted by u k , and
Due to
hence we learned from Legendre transform that for some direction γ ∈ ∂B 1 , D γγ u ∞ = 0, we may name this direction as "x 1 " direction for simplicity.
Step
4: Contradicts Constant Rank Theorem
The following constant rank theorem by Caffarelli-Guan-Ma [7] plays an important role in proving the result. Define F (A) = F A −1 whenever A −1 ∈ Ψ, and we assume F is locally convex. Assume u is a C 3 convex solution of the following equation in a domain Ω in R n F D 2 u(x) = ϕ(x, u(x), Du(x)), ∀x ∈ Ω, for some ϕ ∈ C 1,1 (Ω × R × R n ) . If ϕ(x, u, p) is concave in Ω × R for any fixed p ∈ R n , then the Hessian D 2 u has constant rank in Ω.
Classical Hessian equations satisfies this condition, for example, all functions of f (λ) = σ 1 k k holds. (Remark 1.7 of [7] ). Due to the rank of Hessian matrix is a constant inside, hence D 11 u ∞ (y) ≡ 0 in a neighborhood of 0. Hence on the hypersurface of (x 1 , y 1 ), we have D 1 w ∞ y 1 , y , y 1 = (c, y 1 ) = x 1 , D 1 u ∞ x 1 , x + (a − b)x 1 near (0, 0).
This is impossible as
Step 1 tells us (x 1 , D 1 u ∞ (x 1 , x ) + (a − b)x 1 ) is an L 1 graph (for almost all x ∈ R n−1 ). In this section, we prove the corresponding results for τ = π 4 by similar strategy as in previous sections. The proof is separated into the following two parts. First, as in Section 3, we prove the asymptotic behavior of D 2 u under additional assumption that Hessian D 2 u is bounded. Then the same argument as in Section 5 and Section 6 shows us the desired result. Second, we reduce the assumption from bounded Hessian to linear growth of gradient and quadratic growth of u as in Section 7.
Limit of Hessian
Let u ∈ C 4 (R n ) be a solution of (1.20) with τ = π 4 and satisfy condition (1.21). We apply the same Legendre transform (2.8) as in Section 2, then we see that V ( x) satisfies ∆V = − √ 2 2 f (DV ( x)) =: g( x), in R n .
First, we prove the limit of Hessian at infinity result that corresponds to Theorem 3.5. for some ε 0 > 0. Then there exist A ∈ A(f (∞), −1), α > 0, C(n, f, ε 0 ) and R 2 (n, f, ε 0 ) such that
Proof. By condition (1.21), we see that
> 0, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Also note that f ∈ C 0 (R n ) has a finite lower bound. Due to λ i > 0 holds for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n, we also have the following
Combine these two results, we see that
As a consequence, there exists a constant δ = δ(τ, inf R n f ) > 0 such that D 2 u > −I + δI. More explicitly, we can pick any δ < − √ 2
inf R n f , the result holds. Now we prove a similar equivalence result as formula (3.14) . By the definition of Legendre transform (2.8), we see that for any x 1 , x 2 ∈ R n ,
and similarly we have
Combine these two formulas above and we see that there exists some constant C 0 = C 0 (inf R n f, τ, M ) such that (3.14) holds true again.
Based on the equivalence (3.14), we see that which satisfies ∆v = g in R n and v → 0 as | x| → ∞.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we separate the domain into E 1 , E 2 , E 3 and see that D 2 v → 0 as | x| → ∞. More explicitly, there exists some constant C such that |D 2 v| ≤ C|x| 1−(1+ε 0 ) = C|x| −ε 0 , ∀x ∈ R n .
(8.4) Also note that v ∈ C 2 (R n ), hence D 2 v is bounded on entire R n Hence we see that ∆(V − w − v) = 0, in R n , and due to D 2 V, D 2 w, D 2 v are all bounded on R n , hence so is D 2 (V −w−v). Applying Theorem 2.1, we see that the limit of D 2 (V − w − v) at infinity exists. (Or we can take twice derivatives to both sides and apply Liouville theorem). More explicitly, picking k = 2 in formula (1.6), there exists I belongs to the set of
By the definition of Legendre transform (2.8) and the equivalence (3.14), we pick α := min{n, ε 0 }, the desired result follows immediately.
Proof of Theorems 1.14 and 1.15. As in the calculus of Theorem 8.1, formula (8.2) and the Legendre transform (2.8),
By direct calculus, we have
meaning that the equation (1.20) is uniformly elliptic. Also, we have
hence the equation is also convex. Consider −F τ (D 2 u) = −f (x), in R n , then apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, similar results also hold true.
Interior Estimates
In this part, we reduce the strong assumption (1.21) into weaker ones. Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.1, it holds true under this situation as well.
Now we consider solution of (1.20) with τ = π 4 , D 2 u > −I and we assume that f satisfies condition (8.1) for some ε 0 > 0, f (∞) < 0. The proof is an explicit copy, we only used the ellipticity and concavity of equation. Hence Theorems 1.16 and 1.17 follow immediately.
As in the proof of Theorem 8.1 or Lemma 7.2, we see that there exists a δ = δ(τ, inf R n f ) > 0 such that λ i (D 2 u) > −1 + δ.
Then we set v := u + 1 − δ 2 |x| 2 , then λ i (D 2 v) = λ i (D 2 u) + 1 − δ > 0.
And we see that v satisfies
By verifying the conditions in Theorem 7.2, we do scaling as in the proof of Theorem 7.3, Theorem 1.16 follows from similar argument as in Theorem 1.8. Note that the equation after Legendre-Lewy transform becomes Laplacian operator, standard Schauder estimates still hold true. The estimates to prove Theorem 1.17 follows by similar compactness argument as in Theorem 1.9.
